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Chapter 3 Research Method 

3.1. Definition 

A dictionary consists of defined words (terms) and undefined words. A term must 

have at least one definition, and definitions are used to define terms. If a word doesn’t 

have any definition, it is an undefined word. Definitions may contain terms and 

undefined words. In the following, we shall provide several definitions and the 

abbreviations used in the definitions are listed below:  
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Definition 1 A word base W of a dictionary is the set of terms and undefined words in 

the dictionary. 
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Definition 2 A term with more than one definition is a polyseme [10]. Different terms 

with the same definition are a group of synonyms. For our dictionary construction, we 

exclude the polyseme and synonyms, so the mapping between terms and definitions 

are 1-1 and onto. A dictionary D is a collection of 2-tuples which can be defined as 

D={( ti, si )}. 

 

Definition 3 A relation is defined as an element in R=W×W. Because CW T T= ∪ , 

we can specify four types of relations:  
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Table 2: Types of relations 

 T TC 
T T×T T×TC 
TC TC×T TC×TC 

 

Definition 4 A lexical semantic network N is defined as a structure  

N := (W, R, Rel, M) 

where 

I: set of relation identifiers 

Rel: W×W → I, a function that refers a word pair to its relation identifier 

M: T×T → [0, 1], a function that refers a term pair to its semantic similarity 

 

Definition 5 A word space P of a dictionary D is an n-dimensional space. Each 

dimension signifies one word in word base W. For one term ti in D is a point in P with 

a feature vector vi=(ui1, ui2, …, uik,…, uin) where uik is the TFIDF weight of word wk 

for term ti.  

 

Definition 6 The TFIDF weight tfidfij of a word j for the term i is defined as follows: 
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Definition 7 The semantic similarity of two terms ti and tj represents the similarity 

between ti and tj. In order to compute the semantic similarity, we use the feature 

vectors vi and vj of ti and tj, respectively. The semantic similarity is defined as the 
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cosine coefficient as shown below: 
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 While the coefficient is large approaches 1, it means these terms are similar, and 

the relations of these terms are more significant. It must be noticed that semantic 

similarity can only be calculated among terms in the dictionary. 

 In the following sections, we will introduce the procedures of our construction 

method. 

 

3.2. Construction Process 

 The construction of a lexical semantic network is a continuous work, and it needs 

the participation of domain experts. The standard process we design is shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Construction process 
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3.3. Data Preparation 

We use the Financial and Banking Dictionary [11] as the domain dictionary. Due 

to the constraints of resources, we only use a portion of the dictionary. We select 443 

terms from about 4,000 terms. These terms are listed in Appendix A. In the following 

whenever we mention “dictionary”, it implies these 443 terms and their definitions. 

Because it is a paper dictionary, we use optical character recognition (OCR) software 

to build an electronic dictionary that contains terms and their definitions. 

The attributes of the table in our electronic dictionary database are shown in 

Table 3: 

Table 3: Attributes of the table in the electronic dictionary database 
Attribute Name Attribute Explanation 

termID ID of the term 
chtTerm Term name in Chinese 
engTerm English translation of the term name in Chinese 
engAbbr Abbreviation of the English translation 
description Chinese definition of the term 
taggedDescription Segmented and tagged Chinese definition 

 

 

3.4. Word Base Construction 

We use all terms and undefined words in a dictionary to build the word base. We 

use CWSS to segment the sentences in term definitions and get a universal set of 

words. After that, we can find the undefined words by comparing the universal set of 

words with terms.  

For a highly professional domain dictionary, CWSS may segment sentences 

incorrectly. In order to improve this malfunction, we input the terms in dictionary as 

preprocessed words to increase the rate of correct segmentation. The flow of these 

preprocessing tasks is as Figure 4: 
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Figure 4: Word base construction 

 

3.5. Semantic Similarity Calculation 

 Before calculating the semantic similarity, we have to generate the feature vector 

for each term in the word space. The segmented definition of each term consists of 

words. For each word in the segmented definition, the weight of that word is 

computed. The weight is computed by employing the TFIDF. Then, each term has its 

feature vector in word space. 

Table 4 contains part of entries in the feature vector of the term, “阿必尚證券交

易所”, and it is represented as v = (u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6) = (15.2293, 12.1871, 12.1871, 

9.00758, 8.97369, 7.05719). 
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Table 4: Part of feature vector 

Dimension TFIDF 
u1: “交易所” 15.2293 
u2: “西非” 12.1871 
u3: “象牙海岸” 12.1871 
u4: “指數” 9.00758 
u5: “股票” 8.97369 
u6: “交易” 7.05719 

 

 With all feature vectors, the semantic similarity among terms can be calculated 

by the cosine coefficient. 

Through calculating the semantic similarity, we extract highly relevant word sets 

and observe the relations and relation identifiers in these sets to construct the domain 

lexical semantic network. In the next section, we will discuss how we retrieve the 

relation identifier. 

 

3.6. Relation Identifier Retrieval 

3.6.1. Morphology Analysis 

 Morphology is the study of the internal structure and formulating rule of words. 

In this study, we discuss compound words composed by two or more words. By 

analyzing the common word that appears in a collection of words, we can find some 

relations and their identifiers among words.  

For example, by observing a group of Chinese compound words ”德意志銀行”, 

“東京三菱銀行”, and ”法國興業銀行”, we can observe the common word “銀行”. 

In a Chinese compound word, the modifiers are adjacent before the primary word (In 

this example, the primary word is “銀行”). This means the compound word is a 

specialized concept of the primary word, and it can be represented as “A is a kind of 

B” where A is the compound word and B is the primary word. In the above example, 
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the relation identifier “是一種 (is a kind of)” of these word relations can be 

discovered. Appendix C.1 lists all the “是一種” relation retrieved in this thesis. 

 

 

Figure 5: “是一種” relation 

 Though the common word method can help user identify the classification of 

words, there are some problems we must notice. For instance, applying common word 

method to the word set “股票”, “債券”, and “入場券”, “債券” and “入場券” have a 

common word “券”, but “股票” and “債券” are more likely to be the same class. To 

solve this problem, we can compare the semantic similarities between these two word 

pairs to identify which class these words belong to. 

 

3.6.2. Syntax Analysis 

 Except for morphology analysis, we can apply syntax analysis to term definition. 

There are some syntax patterns that can help us discover the relations and their 

identifiers among terms. We use some symbols to represent the occurrences of words 

in the syntax patterns, such as “+” represents one word that appear at least one time, 

and “?” means one word appear zero or one time. Here we provide several examples. 

 

Hypernym-Hyponym 

A (是)+ (一種)? (的)? B, A is a kind of B 

● 阿必尚證券交易所：是 一家以股票及債券為主的 交易所。 

Abidjan Stock Exchange: It is an exchange and it takes stock and bond as the 
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main trading. 

● 阿姆斯特丹證券交易所：是 全球最古老的證券 交易所。 

Amsterdam Stock Exchange: It is the global most ancient stock exchange 

● 應付帳款：可視為 是 供應商對公司的 短期資金融通。 

Account payable: It can be seen as a short-term fund owed by a company to 

supplier.  

● 應收帳款：…也 是 公司對客戶的 短期資金融通。 

● Account receivable: It is also a short-term fund owed by a customer to company. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Relation identifier retrieved by syntax pattern “A (是)+ (一種)? (的)? B” 

 

Appendix C.3 shows other examples of Hypernym-Hyponym. 

 

A (屬於)+ (一種)? B, A is a kind of B 

● 平均成本法：屬於 存貨評價方法 之一。 

Average cost method: It belongs to a kind of the stock evaluation method. 

● 關卡選擇權：屬於一種 特殊的 選擇權商品。 

Barrier option: It belongs to a kind of special option. 
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Figure 7: Relation identifier retrieved by syntax pattern “A (屬於)+ (一種)? B” 

 

Synonym 

A (又稱為)+ B, A is also called as B 

● 吸收：又稱為 吸收帳戶 或 從屬帳戶。 

Absorbed: It is also called the absorption or adjunct account. 

● 可調整股利率特別股：又稱為 浮動收益率 或 變動收益率特別股。 

Adjustable Rate Preferred Stock: It is also called the floating rate or variable 

preferred stock. 

● 平均成本法：又稱為 固定金額計畫。 

● Averaging: It is also called the constant dollar plan. 

 

 

Figure 8: Relation identifier retrieved by syntax pattern “A (又稱為)+ B” 

 Appendix C.2 shows other examples of synonyms elicited by similar syntax 
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patterns. 

 

Verb-Noun Pair 

● 資產(Na) 所有權人(Na) 自動(VH) 放棄(VC) 其(Nep) 權利(Na)  

The proprietor waives his rights automatically. 

● 證券商(Na) 以(P) 員工(Na) 名義(Na) 取得(VC) 紐約(Nc) 證券(Na) 交易

(Na) 會員(Na) 席位(Na) 

The brokerage firm obtains the seat in NYSE with the employee’s name. 

● 由(P) 買方(Na) 開立(VC) 單據(Na) 

The buyer opens the voucher. 
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waives 
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Figure 9: Relation identifiers retrieved by analyzing verb-noun pairs 

 

3.7. Verification 

 These analyses are methods that can help users to extract the information of 

relations. However, it still has to be verified by the domain experts. Hence, this step is 

a feedback for the result of relation identifier retrieval. Through the feedback, domain 

experts can modify the retrieving methods to increase the accuracy of result. 




